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Clarke Creek Wind Farm Overview
•

Expected project size is:
• Up to 195 turbines with output of
approximately 800MW;
• 400MW solar; and
• battery storage.

•

Total project investment ~$1.5 billion.

•

Working to prepare the project for
construction.

•

Aim to start the road upgrade work, followed
by full wind farm construction, in 2020.

•

Full construction is anticipated to last three
years.

•

Estimated 350 jobs during construction period
and 25 full time jobs during operations (25
years).
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Coronavirus (COVID-19) Update
•

Goldwind Australia continues to follow core principles in our response to CV-19:
•
•
•

•

Protect the safety and welfare of our staff, contractors and the communities in which
we operate, particularly those in high risk categories.
Maintain productivity to meet business objectives and ensure continuity of businesscritical activities within Federal and State Government directives.
Support and boost existing and new economic activity, particularly within regional
communities close to our projects.

Measures as at previous meeting:
•
•
•

•
•

No interstate travel.
Intrastate travel reduced to essential project activities.
Marlborough Information Centre closed to public, however Rhonda is contactable on email and
phone.
Limited attendance at public and community events.
Project staff based in Melbourne are working from home, Sydney staff are working from home or
limited days in the office. All Victorian staff wearing masks.
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Ongoing compliance and managing potential impacts
•

Ongoing discussions with specialist consultants and Commonwealth to finalise the
various management plans (we are required to submit prior to starting construction).

•

Approximately 16 post-approval/pre-construction management plans to be drafted,
submitted and approved to either State or Federal departments.
•

Six pre-construction management plans have been drafted and completed for
State approval. A further five are in progress.

•

Two pre-construction management plans have been approved by the
Commonwealth and are available on the project website (i.e. Biodiversity
Management Plan, and Cycad Translocation Plan). Two other plans are in progress.

•

We are also preparing information for several secondary approvals to be obtained from
council and other agencies.

•

Wind data continues to be collected from masts and lidar on site.
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Ongoing community and industry engagement
•

Continued enquiries through 1800 number and info@ email address.

•

Rhonda visited Clarke Creek and Marlborough Schools to celebrate Global Wind Day
and talk about what wind is and how we use it everyday.

•

ICN Gateway continues to be open for local businesses to register interest.
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Our work with the Clarke Creek Aboriginal Community
•

We continue to support community strengthening,
working with the Aboriginal community, whom hold a
deep and long history in the region.

•

We recently sponsored a training session with the Clarke
Creek Aboriginal Corporation, focusing on strategic
planning, opportunities to support ongoing involvement
in the community, and the sharing and preservation of
Aboriginal history in the area.
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Recent site upkeep
•

Our local QLD team have been active with some minor site preparatory/maintenance
including upkeep of existing access tracks and weed spraying of access tracks.

•

The access tracks provide for light vehicle contractor access, during design work and in
lead up to heavy construction.

•

Minor moves and maintenance wind monitoring equipment are also ongoing.
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Transport Update – Summary
•

Over Size Over Mass (OSOM) loads:
•
•
•
•

Bottom tower section is the highest load configuration, measuring 6.2m high.
Generator is the widest load measuring 5.4m wide.
Blade component load is the longest at 81.6m.
13 OSOM loads per turbine.

•

Turbine components will be delivered to Gladstone.

•

Larger loads will travel to site with a police escort and pilot vehicles.

•

OSOM loads scheduled to start roughly nine months after start of construction.

•

OSOM loads will continue for approx. 20 months.

•

Proposed that OSOM loads are at night.
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Transport Update – Proposed upgrade works
•

A suite of proposed road upgrades were submitted to DTMR in July.
1. Works to alter the Marlborough-Sarina Range to allow components to pass through the
Range.
2. Design and construction of pullover bays and accesses to facilitate turning into site.
3. Alterations to the position and heights of traffic signs to allow passage of OSOM
vehicles.
4. Modifications to intersections, roundabouts and centre medians to facilitate
components to be delivered to site.

•

Seeking DTRM approval for the works, expected over next few months.

•

Proposed to undertake some of the works on public roads prior to starting construction on
site.
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Transport Update – Proposed pullover bays
•

Submitted to DTMR detailed designs for each
pullover bay and access point.

•

Same number as previously discussed (19
complete pull over bays, remaining are access
points).

•

Proposed locations are roughly the same as
previously indicated to the community.

•

Some minimal movements as a result of detailed
design work (e.g. 100m movement to ensure
constructability).

•

DTMR may indicate that due to safety
considerations some pullover bay locations may
not be suitable (expected approx. two or three
locations).
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Transport Update – Proposed Communication During Construction
•

During construction, GWA will keep community informed of OSOM deliveries.

•

OSOSM delivery schedules will be made available by the contractor to CCWF on a weekly
look-ahead basis. CCWF will share weekly lookahead information with the community.

•

During transportation of OSOM proposed communication though multiple methods e.g.:
•

Information available in the Info Centre (both in person or in the window).

•

Website update of all movements of the week, option to establish a dedicated transport website.

•

Weekly or fortnightly SMS updates.

•

Email updates.

•

VMS boards on Marlborough Sarina Road. UHF Channel advertised.

•

Newspaper advertising.

•

Local Radio advertising.

•

Direct email or SMS alerts to stakeholders on approaching loads to Marlborough.

•

Radio fitted in local school bus for communications.
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